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ABSTRACT 

Reported herein is the report of a field trip to the Knik River 

Bridge near Palmer, Alaska. Methods of field data collection were 

tested durtng the annual flood of the Knik River. Based on this 

expe rience and laboratory observations, recomm endations concerning 

field studies of the bridge scour problems are made. 

- - · --- -· .... - . 
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REPORT ON 

FIELD TRIP TO PALMER, ALASKA 
JULY 1965 

WITH RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING FIELD STUDIES 
- - OF THE BRIDGE SCOUR PROBLEM 

1. Place 

2. Date 

Chapter I 

Report on the field trip to Knik River Bridge, 
near Palmer, Alaska 

July 11-14, 1965 

3. Bridge Site 

Knik River (See attached map - - Fig. 1) obtains its water from 

Lake George through a narrow five-mile-long gorge. One side of the 

gorge is form e d by glacier and the other s ide is a steep mountain cliff, 

as shown in Fig . 2. During the winter season, the glacier advances and 

makes several contacts with the mountain on the other side of the gorge. 

These natural ·c e da ms prevent water from flowing to the Knik River. 

I In early summ e r, large pre~sures resulting from the high level of the 

lake break the ice dams. After the collapse of the ice dams, water 

rushes downstream from Lake George, thus causing a dependable, 

annual, short-duration summer flood of the Knik River. The width of 

the gorge dur i ng the summer is about two hundred feet. 

As shown in Fig. 3, a natural river bend exists approximately 

two miles upstream from the Knik River Bridge. Because of this 

natural bend, a relatively deep channel near the eastern river bank is 

formed under the bridge. 
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The Knik River bridge has eight 500 feet spans of steel trusses 

and a long approach section near its western bank as shown in Fig. 4. 

4. Data Collec ted 

a. From the bricge pier : 

( t) Water surface elevation at the upstream face of the bridge 

pier was read directly from the scale painted on the pier as shown in 

Fig. 5. Water surface profiles along the pier during medium flood stage 

are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Even at this stage, it was difficult to con

trol the boat very dos e to the pier. 

Several hours later, the water surface profile became almost 

horizontal along the pier, as shown in Fig. 8. 

(2) River bottom elevations immediately upstream from the pier 

were recorded continuously by a depth sounder mounted on the pier. 

b. From the boats: 

Two aluminum boats, A and B, with their measuring instruments, 

as shown in Figs. 9 and 10 respectively, were used. 

( 1) Boat A - The only function of this boat during that day was 

to measure the profil e of r iver bed with a depth sounder. The measur

ing procedure used: 

(a) Bed profiles of the river - markers were set at the 

~ cente r of each bridge span, (midway between any two piers) and at one 

thousand feet intervals along the eastern river bank. 

The pilot of t :iis boat attempted to move the boat with a constant 

speed along the center line of one of the bridge spans, as shown in Fig. 11. 
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The depth sounder started to record the river bottom profile at approx

imately five thousand feet upstream from the bridge. The operator of 

the depth sounder marked the recorder chart when the boat passed one 

thousand feet interval posts on the eastern river bank. This procedure 

was repeated for the cente r line of each bridge span. 

( 2) Boat n - The main functions of boat B we re to measure 

velocity distribution and to collect suspended s~diment samples upstream 

from the bridge piers. 

5. Discussion of R e sults 

a. Scour around bridge piers: 

Since large a mounts of rocks were dumped around all bridge 

piers, no noticeable change of bed elevation adjacent to the piers was 

fou nd by the de pth s ounder mounted on the pier. However, a drop of 

4 to 6 feet in bed elevation occurre d at a distance of 5 feet from several 

piers. It v..as concluded th a t riprap was probably dumped within 5 feet 

of each pier . 

b. Bed profiles : 

Dunes on th "-' order of one -third to one-half flow depth occurred 

frequently on he river bed . Figure 12 gives the bed pattern near the 

western bank after the high flood peak has pass ed . By holding the boat 

stationary, it was found that the dunes did not move within a 10-minute 

period. 

The distance s betw een every thousand feet interval, marked on 

the chart of depth sounds, were not equal. Both the speed and the 



- - - - --·- --- -- -- -. - -- - -- -- - ----... --------. -----

direction of the boat probably varied. Actually, piloting the boat was 

a ·very difficult task, and therefore, better horizontal control on the 

position of the boat is necessary. 

- -- ~--::'. .. - . -~- · .... ""':" - -
6. New Bridge Sites on the Knik River 

Figure 13 shows the new bridge on Knik River that will be used 

for the scour study in 1966, and Fig. 14 shows the Sun Shine bridge 

which could be used for another site of scour study . However, as 

pointed out by Mr. Murray L . Correy of the Bureau of Public Roads, 

the b e d sedi_1'._H'n !__ sfJe ne~r the Sun Shine bridge appeared to be too 

coars P.-for briage- Scour study. 

( -~ -· 

-· 

-· -- ... . - - - .. 
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Chapter II 

SELECTION OF SITES FOR FUTURE FIELD STUDIES 
( For local scour only) 

Since each uridge site is slightly different, it is difficult to 

sugge st a set of rigid gene ral rules for all field studies. In the following 

discussion, tht> rea!:: on::; fo r requiring each type of data a r e briefly given 

so that field e ngineers may use their judgment for any necessary 

modification. 

1. Selection of Bridge S it< ·s 

a. Armoring shou ld not be a factor in determining maximum scour. 

With lhis in mind, t hL· bed mate rial composition should be reasonably 

uniform in siz e and coh(•sionle s s. If the largest bed material in the 

neighuorhood of the pier can b e move d by the flood, th e maximum scour 

depth should b 0 independL·nt of the sediment gradation. Red material 

com, ists of the grain sizes of which the channel ued is normally composed. 

This is the 1110s t importat1t r e quirement 

b. The net flow area under the bridge may not vary more than 10% 

from the upstr e am :ipµroa c h are a to avoid constriction effects. This 

maximum allow a bl e deviation was suggested by E. M. Laursen and A. 

Toch (22). 

c. During floo stages, the direction of the velocity of the water in 

front of the pier must not deviate more than six degrees from the axis 

of pier. This limit was determined by T. Ishihara (17). 
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d. It is desirable to have a relatively large, dependable annual 

flood. _It would be uneconomical to set up the instrument and wait for 

the occurrence of the 50-year flood. 

e. The site should be easily accessible. 
C: ...... ,.. 

2. Data Before Flood 

--- - a .-- -·--Necessary data: (without these, the field study will be 

meaningless) . 

- -.: :._._ - (1} Be<l elevation adjacent to the pier should be measured. The 

difference between elevations before, now, and during the flood is the 

---- -------- -- ---
amount of scour caused by the flood. This is just to be certain that no 

large scour hole caused by the last flood, or by any other phenomenal 

, .;... 

reason, already cxieted. 
:: 

b. Desirable data 

( 1) Three to five bed sediment core samples around the pier 

I 

are desirable. It is us e ful to compare sediment compositions at differ-
-- -I . 
_ent depths before a nd after the flood in order to study the armoring 

and deposition effects. 

( 2) Vertical velocity distribution: Measured at three or four 

different depths and average flow depths at a hundred feet upstream 

from the pier would be desirable. With these data, one can obtain (a) 

the correlation between the hydraulic condition and the scour depth 

near the pier for the base flow; and (b} the constants that determine 

the vertical velocity distribution. From past experience the vertical 

velocity distributions in rivers vary logarithmically with flow depth, 

but the constants must be determined in each river. 
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3. Data During Flood 

a. Necessary data: 

( 1) At about 100 to 150 feet upstream from the pier velocity 

meas rements at 0. 2, 0. 4, 0. 6, and 0. 8 flow depth should be made at 

points A, B, and C (see Fig. B-1) during peak discharge. Results from 

laboratory indicated that the scour action was caused by the difference 

of stagnation pressures at different depths in front of the pier, and the 

variation of stagnation pressures was caused by the vertical velocity 

distribution of the flow. 

(2) Ave rage flow depth of points, A, B, and C (see Fig. B-1) 

during peak discharge should be recorded. When large bed irregular

ities exist, several readings may be necessary to determine the average 

flow depth. 

(3) The magnitude of dunes or other bed forms on th e river bed 

shquld be et ermined. Scour depth around th e bridge pier will fluctuate 

considerably i f large !Jed irregularities exist. 

( 4) A continuous record on tile development of scour hole around 

·the pier by a depth sounder ( or comparable instrument) should be taken. 

Time scale should be recorded on the chart so that one can correlate the 

variation of scour de pth with the changing approach flow conditions. Scour 

depth within the arc of DEF (see Fig. B- 1) and also the slope of scour 

hole should be measured. 

( 5) A continuous river discharge record for the flood should 

be obtained. It is highly desirable to know the variations of the approach 

velocity and flow depth at B with the river discharge. 
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(6) Depth integrated suspended sediment samples should be 

taken at point B (see Fig. B-1) during the following three conditions: 

(a) when the river discharge reaches its maximum; (b) when the scour 

depth around the br · dge pie r r eaches its maximum; and ( c) when the 

sediment concentration in the river at point Breaches its maximum. 

The above three conditions may or may not occur at the same time and 

are oft e n rathe r difficult to predict. The second condition is the most 

important of the three because the amount of sediment entering the 

scour hole is equal to the capability of the flow to scour in the scour hole 

during the maximum scour condition. Sediment samples under the first 

and third conditions will give us information on the above stated develop

m en of th e s c our tole. Thus, are highly desirable. 

(7) Water temp eratur L' s hould be measured as it has been 

shown by Hubbell, Karaki, and Ali( l) that the sedim e nt trans port varies 

with temperature. This would effect both the s ediment inflow and out

floJ., from th e scour hole, but not necessaril y in the same way. The 

kine matic viscosit~r also vari es widely with temperature. 

b. Desirable data : 

( 1) It is desirable to determine the two constants in the vertical 

vel ocity distribution of the river when the r iver discharges are about 

15% and 30% less than the pea k discharges, both before and after the 

passage_ of flood peaks. 

( 1) Hubbell, D. W., S.S. Karaki, and Khaled Al-Shaikh Ali. Flume studies 
of the effect of temperature on the m e chanics of flow in alluvial channels, -
studies of flow in alluvial channels. USGS WSP 1948, Chapter F, 
November 1961. 
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~cour _hole development with changing river discharges is highly 

desirable. The basic idea of this method is to dump quantities of dif

ferent colored particles into the scour hole at various flood discharges. 
- L 7 ...... .::- · · -··- - - - ........ ---=-- - - - - ,,. - _ _ ._ _ . ~ 

After the flood, boring samples would be taken to find the vertical dis

tribution of these colored particles. From the vertical distribution, 

an_ a ttempt can b~ ma_dc to rcconstruc~ the develo~ment of t_h e s co~r hole. 

The particles c an be dump ed through a 2 - 3 inch pipe attached to the 

J>!~~~ A re_adily available flour escent paint is an id~al_ coloring material. 

.... .. - -...... - . ~ 

_Fo~ ins~ance, if there are five different colors available which 

~~ ~e_r:i~tE:d a_s_ <?olors_ A~ B, _<:;, . ~•- _a~<:! ~-' r_espect! vely. Dep~n_d_ing_ ~n 

_the type of fl~od c xp~cted, tJ1c engin e_~r would select various points 

along the hydrograph at which the colors woul d b e inserted. One possi

_pil ity migh_t b_e _~o in ~!=:_r_t_ a c~l~r a~ a p~_es e_lcc~ed_percen~3:_g~ of the ex

pec tc ~ _pc a k ?is charge : Tabl e B-1 illustrates this. 

__ The purpose of th i s me thod is to study th e development of the 

scour hol e and c annot be used a s a substitute for the continuous scour 

dep th record. 
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When discharge is 

_wo/o _of_ expected peak 

xo/o _ of expected peak 

Y% of peak 

Z% of peak 

-

(..... - -:.- - ,-..:.. 

- :: .: .... -- - ·- --- # - • -

Insert color 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

-- ..::. ,_ -- - -
..._ --- - -

- .:::: ..... 

(3{ --D~~i{th i~tegr.ate d -suspended s e.diment samples should be 

t ~k;n in fr~nt of th~ pier from -th~ wafe r sur-face to a depth of approx-

- r 

imately -i: 1 ti~1~es the ~-p-stream a p-proach n o~.; dep t h ·at -p-ofot B "(See 

- . ... 
Ffg . B-1). C om par ·ng this dat a with ff1-e depth inte"grated suspended 

s~ediment sampl e taken · at point -B, · at th e sam e time, will indicate the 

- . 

fu r1ding for thC' suspended mat e rial de posit in the scour hole. 

4. Data After the Flood 

a. Necessary Data: 

( 1) Sufficient bed material samples should be taken to a depth 

gre ate r than the gre atest scour depth during the flood. The main pur

pos e of taking these samples is to investigate the sediment size distri

bution of the bed sample to determine the degree of armoring. tf 

sufficient large particles exist at a certain depth, armoring . effect might 

have occurred, and thus, the maximum scour depth was distorted by the 

deposition of these large particles. 
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b . Desirab e Data: 

(2) It is desirable to record the variation of scour depth with 

the decreasing river discharge. This will aid us in understanding the 

complete development of scour hole. 
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Fig. 1 - Map of the bridge site 
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Fig. 2 - View of the gorge with the glacier on the 
left and a steep mountain cliff on the right 
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Fig. 3 - River bend two miles ups tr earn from the Knik 
River bridge 
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Fig. 4 - Overall view of the bridge 
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Fig. 5 - The scale painted on the pier used to read the 
water surface 
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Fig:. _6 __ Water surface a t medium flood stage 
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Fig. 7 - Upstream water surface profile at medium 
flood stage 
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i __ · -=-- - =- . 
..n. __ :., 

Fig. 8 - Wate r surface a t low flood stage 
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Fig. 9 - Alum inum boat A 
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Fig. 10 - Aluminum boat B 

Fig. 1 t - Pilot attempts to move the boat at constant speed 
along the center line of one span 
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Fig. 12 - Bed form near the western bank after the 
flood has passed 

_-:!.~-
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I ~-
F'ig. 13 - Knik Arm Bridge - new bridge on the Knik 

River which will b e used for the scour study 
in 1966 
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Fig . t 4 - Sun Shine Bridge on the Knik River 
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